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It has been proposed that the pseudogap state of underdoped cuprate superconductors may be
due to a transition to a phase which has circulating currents within each unit cell. Here, we use
polarized neutron diffraction to search for the corresponding orbital moments in two samples of
underdoped YBa2 Cu3 O6+x with doping levels p = 0.104 and 0.123. In contrast to some other
reports using polarized neutrons, but in agreement with nuclear magnetic resonance and muon spin
rotation measurements, we find no evidence for the appearance of magnetic order below 300 K.
Thus, our experiment suggests that such order is not an intrinsic property of high-quality cuprate
superconductor single crystals. Our results provide an upper bound for a possible orbital loop
moment which depends on the pattern of currents within the unit cell. For example, for the CC-θII
pattern proposed by Varma, we find that the ordered moment per current loop is less than 0.013 µB
for p = 0.104.
PACS numbers: 74.72.-h, 74.25.Dw, 74.25.Ha, 75.25.+z

I.

INTRODUCTION

In addition to their high transition temperatures, an
ubiquitous feature of the cuprate superconductors is the
existence of a normal state pseudogap (PG)1–3 for underdoped compositions. The pseudogap state corresponds
to a loss of low-energy electronic spectral weight and
has been observed by many thermodynamic and spectroscopic probes1–3 including nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and angle-resolved photo-emission spectroscopy
(ARPES). The origin of the pseudogap is not yet understood, however many believe that it holds the key to
understanding the high-temperature superconductivity
(HTC) phenomenon. Specifically, it has been suggested4
that the pseudogap is due to a broken symmetry state.
The nature of the broken symmetry remains to be determined. There are many proposals4, including: staggered
fluctuating currents, loop currents which conserve translational symmetry, d-density waves and other possibilities.
This paper focusses on the predictions of a model
for the cuprates proposed by Varma5,6 in which there
is a continuous transition to a phase which has circulating currents (CC) within each unit cell. The new
phase preserves the translational periodicity of the crystal but breaks time reversal symmetry. Fig.I(a,b) show
the θI and θII broken symmetry CC states for a single CuO2 plane of YBa2 Cu3 O6+x (YBCO) originally
proposed by Varma6 . Circulating currents states lead
to microscopic orbital magnetic moments which should
be detected by probes such as neutron scattering, nuclear magnetic resonance and muon spin rotation. The
experimental evidence with regard to the existence of
these moments is unclear. Early spin-polarized neutron scattering measurements7 on YBa2 Cu3 O6+x and

La2−x Srx CuO4 failed to observe a magnetic moment
due to the θI state. However, later polarized neutron studies on underdoped YBa2 Cu3 O6+x (YBCO)
reported8–13 a q = 0 magnetic order with long range
3D correlations14, which can be interpreted as an evidence for other states (like CC-θII ) with intra-unit
cell circulating currents corresponding to moments of
∼0.1 µB . There are also reports of moments being observed in HgBa2 CuO4+x (Hg1201)15 , Bi2 Sr2 CaCu2 O8+x
(Bi2212)16 and La2−x Srx CuO4 (LSCO)(short-ranged)17 .
Orbital current order with moments of ∼0.1−0.2 µB
per triangle suggested by some neutron scattering
measurements10 should also be detectable19 by NMR
measurements. However NMR measurements20–24 on
YBa2 Cu3 O6+x , YBa2 Cu4 O8 , Bi2 Sr2−x Lax CuO6+x and
HgBa2 CuO4+x found no evidence of orbital order. In
addition, muon spin rotation measurements (µSR) on
YBa2 Cu3 O6+x and La2−x Srx CuO4 did not detect magnetic order25–28 of the strength ∼ 0.1 µB suggested by
Refs. 8 and 9 or they detect signals29 which do not correlate with the neutron scattering measurements8,9 . It is
possible that the magnetic moments are fluctuating just
slowly enough to appear static to neutrons, but too fast
to be identified as magnetic order by NMR21 and µSR28 .
However, a magnetic phase transition requires a finite
order parameter or finite time-averaged moments, and
in any case, our present measurements are in agreement
with NMR and µSR.
Another probe which can detect time reversal symmetry breaking (TRSB) is the polar Kerr effect (PKE).
High resolution measurements30 have detected a PKE effect below a temperature TKerr in YBa2 Cu3 O6+x . Fig. 2
shows a comparison of TKerr with onset temperature Tmag
of the q = 0 magnetic order detected by polarized neutrons in Refs. 8 and 9. The onset temperatures do not
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FIG. 1. Some possible configurations of the CC-order in YBa2 Cu3 O6+x . Panels (a,b) show the original CC-θI and CC-θII
states proposed by Varma6 in which current flows within the CuO2 planes. (c)-(f) Show arrangements based on those proposed
by Yakovenko18,19 in which current flows out of the CuO2 planes. The oxygen pyramids which make up the bilayer structure
are shown with copper ions as red spheres and oxygen ions as green. Arrows connecting ions indicate the direction of orbital
current flow. Arrows outside the unit cell indicate the resulting moments and are colored red for those with a component along
the z-axis and blue for those with one along −z.

agree suggesting that the two probes may be observing
different phenomena.
Charge density wave (CDW) order has recently been
observed in underdoped YBa2 Cu3 O6+x by NMR20 and
x-ray diffraction31,32 . This has added additional complexity to the phase diagram of YBCO (see Fig. 2). The
CDW competes with superconductivity31,32 and it is natural to ask whether it also competes with the reported
CC order observed using polarized neutrons8–13 . This
motivated us to investigate the CC-order with polarized neutrons in samples in which the CDW had been
observed32–34 by x-rays. We use high-quality detwinned
samples with a mosaic spread less than 0.1◦ grown by a
self-flux method35 . Although our crystals are approximately two orders of magnitude smaller than those used
by Fauqué et al.8 in their initial report on possible CC
order, our experiment has the required sensitivity. This
can be seen from the errors quoted in our final experimental results and in the figures. These errors derive
from the number of neutrons counted. We observed no
evidence of the previously reported8,9 q = 0 magnetic order. It should be noted that the present experiment was
carried out on an instrument with a factor of ∼3 times
higher flux and up to ∼10 times longer counting times
are used at each temperature.

II.
A.

BACKGROUND

Neutron Cross Sections

Neutrons interacting with matter are scattered both
by atomic nuclei (nuclear strong interaction) and by
the orbital and spin magnetic moments of the electrons
(electromagnetic interaction). Bragg scattering occurs

when the neutron momentum transfer (scattering vector) Q = ki − kf equals a reciprocal lattice vector G.
The resulting nuclear Bragg peaks reflect the chemical
crystal structure in the first case. In the second case the
magnetic Bragg peaks, appearing at the same or different reciprocal space positions as the nuclear ones, provide information about the magnetic order. Only the
component of the local magnetization density M(r) perpendicular to the momentum transfer (scattering vector),
M⊥ (r) = M(r) − (M(r) · Q̂)Q̂, contributes to the scattering cross section. This component can be further split
into parts perpendicular and parallel to the neutron spin
direction, giving rise to partial cross sections corresponding to scattering processes inverting (in the first case) and
conserving (in the second case) the neutron spin orientation. Usually they are referred to as spin-flip (SF, ↑↓)
and non spin-flip (NSF, ↑↑) processes.

Neutron polarization analysis36–39 in the neutron scattering experiments may be used to detect even a small
magnetic contribution in the presence of a strong nuclear Bragg intensity by using selection rules specific to
the neutron spin behavior in the magnetic scattering process. Its simplest implementation - the longitudinal polarization analysis - consists in preparing a beam with
one neutron spin orientation. Neutrons are then scattered under a small guiding field of the order of 1.5 mT
and the number of neutrons in each final spin state is
measured.

In the present experiment the guide field is used to
align the neutron polarization P parallel to Q. The SF
and NSF cross-sections are then given by38,39 ,
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where the Fourier component of the local magnetization
density M(r) is given by
Z
M(G) =
M(r) exp(iG · r) dr,
(3)
unit cell
(γr0 /2)2 = 7.18 × 10−30 m2 =71.8 mbarn, FN (G) is the
nuclear structure factor39 and
M⊥ (G) = M(G) − (M(G) · Ĝ)Ĝ.
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(100)
(010)
(110)
(011)
(012)
(020)

(a)
0.00
0.00
3.24
0.00
0.00
0.00

(b)
2.55
2.55
0.00
2.36
1.91
1.27

|M⊥ (G)| / |m0 |
(c)
(d)
1.16
1.60
1.16
1.60
0.00
0.00
0.33
0.39
0.21
0.41
0.58
0.80

(e)
0.00
0.00
0.74
1.04
0.19
0.00

(f)
0.99
0.99
0.00
0.35
0.26
0.49

TABLE I. Calculated values of the magnetic structure factor
for the orbital current patterns in Fig. I. The left most column
denotes the reciprocal lattice position G = ha⋆ + kb⋆ + lc⋆ .
Throughout the paper, we use the P mmm space group and
the unit cell with a ≈ 3.84 Å, b ≈ 3.88 Å and c ≈ 11.7 Å.
The column headers (a)–(f) refer to the patterns in Fig. I.
|M⊥ (G)| is calculated using Eqn. 3 for a formula unit (f.u.) of
YBa2 Cu3 O6+x and |m0 | is the moment of a single triangular
loop of orbital current.

We refer to M⊥ (G) as the magnetic structure factor since
from Eq. 1 the magnetic scattering is proportional to its
modulus squared.

B.

Calculation of the scattering structure factor of
the orbital current patterns

A number of CC-states have been proposed to explain
the PG4–6,13,18,19,40 . A selection of states which break
time reversal symmetry while preserving lattice translational symmetry are shown in Fig. I. The original model
of Varma6 considers a single CuO2 layer. YBCO has a bilayer structure formed by CuO5 pyramids. The presence
of in-plane loop currents may lead to out-of-plane loop
currents18,19 involving the apical oxygens in the YBCO
structure. Hence, we also consider some of these patterns. All the CC-θI and CC-θII broken symmetry states
have the translation symmetry of the CuO2 lattice and
therefore do not induce Bragg scattering at new reciprocal lattice positions. All these states are examples of
q = 0 antiferromagnetic (AFM) order, i.e. magnetic order where the ordering pattern is the same in all crystallographic unit cells.
The magnetic structure factors |M⊥ (G)| corresponding to models (a)-(f) and for various reciprocal lattice
positions were computed numerically from Eqs. 3–4 and
displayed in Table I. We assume the moment is spread
uniformly over the shaded triangles in Fig. I and arises
from current flowing between the centers of the copper
and oxygen ions, that is we do not explicitly take into
account the atomic orbitals. The magnetic moment associated with each triangular loop is denoted as m0 . In
the case of (a) and (b) we assume the moment pattern is
the same in the two CuO2 planes of the bilayer. We regard the patterns shown in Fig. I as representative for the
purposes of interpreting the present experiment which requires a specific model in order to convert a measured
cross-section into a microscopic moment.

FIG. 2. YBCO phase diagram. (left axis) Superconducting
transition temperature, Tc , versus hole doping p (black line).
Also included are onset temperatures of CDW order TCDW (N,
34 and H, Ref. 41), putative q = 0 AFM order Tmag 8,9,42 and
the Kerr anomaly TKerr 30 . (right axis) Doping dependence of
the magnetic intensity at the (011) Bragg refection reported
in Refs. 8, 9, 42, and 43. Doping levels of the x = 0.54 and
x = 0.67 samples used in the present study are denoted by the
arrows and the horizontal dotted lines indicate corresponding
(011)
values of Tmag and σ↑↓ (T ≈ Tc ).

C.

Polarized Beam Experiments

The observed neutron counting rate is related to the
cross-section σ by I = I0 V σ + IBG , where I0 and V denote a general scale factor (containing the incident neutron flux) and the sample volume and IBG is a background, potentially different for each particular spin orientation. It is common practice in polarized neutron experiments of this type, to treat data in terms of a flipping
ratio R, which has the advantage that all the multiplicative terms entering the scale factor cancel out and we
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may hope to obtain directly the ratio of the two corresponding cross-sections. Thus, for an ideal measurement
(no background, completely polarized beam and perfect
neutron spin analysis) we would have,
σ↑↑
= R,
σ↑↓

(5)

and,
σ↑↓ =



γr0
2µB

2

2

|M⊥ (G)| = |FN (G)|2 × R−1 .

(6)

In practice, we use the background-corrected intensities
measured for two different neutron spin orientations at
otherwise unchanged experimental conditions Rmeas =
(IN SF − IBG ) / (ISF − IBG ).
A real instrument has imperfections such as the finite
efficiencies of the polarizer and analyzer. This leads to a
mixing of the two measured cross sections. This mixing
may be treated by taking into account the effective beam
polarization P (P < 1) such that a beam fraction P is
sensitive to the cross-section of interest (σ↑↑ or σ↑↓ ) and
a fraction (1 − P ) equally sensitive to both cross-sections
(σ↑↑ and σ↑↓ ). This corresponds to an instrumental flipping ratio Rinst = (1 + P ) / (1 − P ). For a real instrument, the measured flipping ratio corresponds then to a
mixture of cross-sections:
Rmeas =

P σ↑↑ + (1 − P ) (σ↑↑ + σ↑↓ ) /2
.
P σ↑↓ + (1 − P ) (σ↑↑ + σ↑↓ ) /2

(7)

If we can neglect σ↑↓ with respect to Rinst σ↑↑ the above
equation can be simplified to


1
1
,
(8)
−
σ↑↓ = σ↑↑
Rmeas
Rinst
which will serve as a fundamental reference for our experiment.
Combining Eqn. 6 and 8, we obtain an estimate for
the magnetic structure factor from the measured flipping
ratio8 :
2



1
2µB
1
2
2
. (9)
|M⊥ (G)| =
−
|FN (G)|
γr0
Rmeas
Rinst
A similar equation was used by Fauqué et al.8 .
III.

FIG. 3. Longitudinal polarization analysis (LPA) setup used
in this experiment. The neutron polarization used was P k Q.
The initial and final wavevectors of the neutron are labelled
by ki and kf .

sample was similar. Both samples where prepared by
the self flux method using a BaZrO3 crucibles35,44 . Samples grown by the same method and group35 have an
overall purity of greater than 99.99 %. Polarized optical microscopy reveals no evidence of secondary phases.
Our crystals have been characterized by x-ray diffraction
and both do exhibit charge density waves32,33,45 . Hard
(100 keV) x-ray diffraction32 on the (020) reflection [see
Fig. 6(a)] indicates an overall bulk mosaic spread of less
than 0.1◦ for each of the crystals. It should be noted
that these x-ray measurements are performed in transmission so that the bulk (rather than surface) of the sample is probed. Another indication of the high crystalline
quality (electronic mean free path) is that samples prepared by the same method and growers exhibit quantum
oscillations46 . Our samples contrast with those used by
other groups8,9,13 which have larger areas/volumes and
broader mosaic distributions. The experiments of Fauqué
et al.8 and Mangin-Thro et al.13 were carried out on arrays of self-flux grown samples with overall mosaics in
the range 1.2–2.2◦ while Mook et al.9 investigated a meltprocessed sample47 with a mass of 25g.

y in
YBCO
6.54
6.67

O
order
o-II
o-VIII

p
0.104
0.123

Tc
(K)
58
67

TCDW
(K)
155(10)
140(10)

Tmag
(K)
259
201

σ↑↓ (011)
(mb f.u.−1 )
2.0
1.0

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A.

Sample Details

We have investigated two samples with compositions
YBa2 Cu3 O6.54 and YBa2 Cu3 O6.67 , further details are
given in Table II. Each of our samples consisted of one
high-quality single crystal detwinned to ∼ 99%32 . The
YBa2 Cu3 O6.67 sample had dimensions 3.1 × 1.7 × 0.6
mm3 and a mass 18 mg (see inset of Fig. 9); the other

TABLE II. Properties of the two YBCO samples studied. Planar doping p was determined as in Liang et al.48 . Tc was
determined by 1 Oe field-cooled magnetization. The onset of
CDW order, TCDW , was identified using hard x-rays in Ref. 33.
Tmag are the estimated (see Fig. 2) onset temperature of the
putitive q = 0 magnetic order observed in Fauqué et al. and
related papers8,9,42,43 . σ↑↓ (011) is the corresponding intensity of the magnetic signal for the (011) Bragg position for
T ≈ Tc .
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FIG. 4. Schematic of the IN20 spectrometer in the horizontal plane. Neutrons are monochromated and polarized using Heusler-alloy monochromator. The neutron spin-state is
maintained using a small guide field throughout the spectrometer. The Heusler analyzer scatters spin of one polarization
to the detector. A Mezei coil flipper36 F2 can be switched on
to flip the polarization of neutrons. This determines which
polarization the analyzer system detects.

B.

Polarized neutron diffraction

In order to obtain the high flux and instrumental flexibility required for our measurement we used a triple-axis
spectrometer with polarization analysis36,37,49 similarly
to other groups7–11,15–17 searching for orbital loop currents. The present experiment was performed on the
IN20 triple-axis spectrometer (see Fig. 4) at the Institut
Laue-Langvin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. IN20 has the
excellent angular positioning capability required for the
experiment with the rotations A3 and A4 (Fig. 4) being
reproduced to 0.01◦ and 0.02◦ respectively. Our samples
were mounted with the a-axis vertical allowing access to
reflections of the type (0kl) in the horizontal scattering
plane. The measurements were performed with an incident neutron energy Ei = 13.6 meV corresponding to
ki = 2.662 Å−1 with a pyrolytic graphite filter placed before the sample to filter out higher order neutrons. The
incident beam was polarized and the scattered beam analyzed using Cu2 MnAl Heusler (111) crystals providing
an overall polarization P ≈ 0.95 (95%), corresponding to
instrumental flipping ratios Rinst ≈ 40. The sample position was surrounded by a coil system which allowed a
small guide field (≈ 1.5 mT) to be applied at the sample
position. In the present experiment, this field was used
to align the neutron polarization P parallel to the scattering vector G (cf. Fig. 3). No collimators were placed
between monochromator and sample or between sample
and analyzer.

C.

Data collection method

The polarized neutron beam arriving at the sample position has approximate horizontal and vertical di-

FIG. 5. The small mosaic of the sample means that only part
of the monochromator and analyzer crystals are selected. For
example, the grey (black) lines show ki and kf for sample rotation angle A3 (A3′ ). At each temperature, the sample rotation (A3) and the position of the analyzer (A4) were scanned
to select the same part of the monochromator and analyzer.
A4 is the scattering angle corresponding to the center of analyzer.

vergences of 40′ and 120′ , respectively, determined by
the size, curvature and mosaic spread of the crystal
monochromator and other factors. This large divergence
is ideal for inelastic scattering studies of spin excitations
in the conventional operation of IN20. In the present
study we are, however, dealing with Bragg diffraction
from mm-sized single crystals with mosaic spreads of less
than 0.1◦ , as determined by 100 keV x-ray scattering32,33 .
In this case, Bragg’s law, in combination with the small
sample mosaic and the small sample size, places stringent
conditions on the beam trajectory in the horizontal plane
(see Fig. 5). The Bragg condition is invariant to rotation
of ki and kf around the scattering vector G. This means
that it is much less sensitive to angular deviations of ki
and kf in the vertical plane. As a consequence, the acceptance angles of the sample Bragg reflections subtend
only narrow vertical stripes (a few mm wide and several cm tall) on the surface of the monochromator and
analyzer. These consist of crystal arrays with dimensions of ≈ 200 × 100 mm2 (horizontal × vertical) whose
whole surface is active in inelastic scattering experiments.
In the present experiment, the small active areas on the
monochromator/analyzer surface can be horizontally displaced by minor changes in sample orientation and lattice
parameter (cf. Fig. 5). The local orientation and mosaic
spread inhomogeneities of the large crystal arrays may
then lead to instrumental polarization variations of up
to a few percent, which would be averaged out in inelastic scattering experiments, but which become important
in our case when looking for a very weak σ↑↓ in the presence of a strong σ↑↑ . In an early search for orbital loop
currents, Lee et al.7 showed how flipping ratios can vary
with sample rotation because of this.
Fig. 6(a,b) show spin-flip (SF) and non-spin-flip (NSF)
scans through the (020) Bragg peak as a function of instrument angles A3 (the sample rotation) and A4 (the
position of the analyzer). By varying the A3 and A4
angles these scans progressively sample different parts of
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FIG. 6. (a) Rocking curves of a strong, exclusively nuclear
Bragg peak (020) as a function of A3 and A4. The FWHM
widths are 0.58◦ and 0.67◦ respectively. (b) Data in the spinflip (SF) channel has been multiplied by a factor of 20 for
presentation. (c)-(d) Variation of the corresponding inverse
−1
flipping ratio Rinst
over the rocking curve ranges of panes
(a)-(b). Data were collected at 65K. The solid line in (a)
indicates the sample mosaic profile as measured by 100 keV
x-ray diffraction32 . (e) The T -dependence of the scattering
angle 2θ of the (020) Bragg reflection based on the data of
Božin et al.50 .

FIG. 7. (a) Spin-flip (SF) and non spin-flip (NSF) rocking
curves of the (011) Bragg reflection to illustrate the relative
signal and background intensities. Scans with a smaller A3
step yield a more accurate estimate of the peak centre and
yield a FWHM NSF width of 0.57◦ . (b)-(e) The SF and
NSF (011) rocking curve peak intensities and the background
(A3 offset by 2◦ ) as a function of temperature on linear and
logarithmic scales.

the monochromator and analyzer and hence we might
expect the Rinst to vary with them. Fig. 6(c,d) show
−1
that this is indeed the case, Rinst
varies with A3 and
A4. Since this quantity directly affects the extraction
of our magnetization signal (Eqn. 9), we minimized this
effect by making sure that as the temperature is varied
in our experiments, neutrons always emanate from the
same part of the monochromator and strike the same
part of the analyzer. Fig. 6(e) shows the expected temperature variation50 the scattering angle 2θ of the (020)
Bragg refection due to the thermal expansion of the sample (similar changes are expected for the (010) and (011)
reflections). These changes are ∼ 0.1◦ over the temperature range investigated and would lead to different parts
of the monochromator and analyzer being sampled if A3
and A4 were not moved to compensate for the change in
2θ. It was found to be unnecessary to compensate for
small changes in sample height (∼1 mm) due to thermal
contraction of the sample mounting stick. This is consistent with the vertically extended (several cm) beam
spots on the monochromator and analyzer, mentioned at
the beginning of this section.
For a series of measurements on a particular Bragg

peak such as G =(011), the following protocol was
adopted for each temperature. (1) After thermal equilibrium was reached the (200) and (006) nuclear Bragg
peaks were measured and aligned to the horizontal plane.
(2) The spectrometer was then moved to the position
of the Bragg reflection Q = G and the NSF intensity
was maximized with respect to A3 and A4 in an iterative manner. Fig. 6(a,b) show examples of A3 and A4
scans used to locate the maximum (final scans were performed with 0.05◦ steps). (3) With the NSF intensity
maximized with respect to A3 and A4, we have alternated counts with the flipper on and off to determine the
flipping ratio Rmeas . Counting was split into segments
of no more than 11 minutes with acquisition times optimized to achieve similar statistical accuracy in both of
the SF and NSF channels. (4) A3 was then displaced
by 2◦ and the background intensities BGSF and BGN SF
corresponding to G were measured. A typical outcome
of this protocol is illustrated by data taken at the (011)
Bragg reflection, displayed in Fig. 7(a). Note that the
background intensities are very small. The values of the
SF, NSF and background intensities for different temperatures are plotted in the panes (b)-(e) of Fig. 7, none of
them exhibits a significant temperature variation.
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2

RESULTS

Figs. 8(a-c) and 9(a-b) show raw data before background correction, collected by the method described in
Sec. III C. At each temperature we have calculated an average flipping ratio, the NSF counts were then divided by
this number and the results are shown in Figs. 8(a-c) and
9(a-b). Our raw spin-flip data do not show the strong
temperature dependences observed by Fauqué et al.8 .
For example, their (011) reflection on the YBa2 Cu3 O6.6
sample C [Fig. 1(a)] in Ref. 8 exhibits an increase of 20%
between 300 K and 10 K. This lack of change of flippingratio already indicates an absence of a temperature dependent magnetic signal.
On the other hand the intensity of the (020) nuclear
reflection clearly increases as the temperature is lowered. We can understand the T -dependence of all measurements within a Debye-Waller model. Generally, the
intensity of Bragg peaks increases at low temperature
due to decreased thermal vibration and is described by a
Debye-Waller factor. A simple approximation for this is
given by Warren51 :
I = I0 e−2M ,

(10)

where,
2M =

3~2 T h
xi
Φ(x)
+
|G|2 ,
2
mkB TD
4

(11)

m is the unit cell mass, TD the Debye temperature,
Φ(x)+ x/4 ≈ 1 + x2 /36 . . . and x = TD /T . Using this approximation and TD =320 K52 , we obtain predictions of
the temperature dependence of all the Bragg intensities
[solid lines in Figs. 8(a-c) and 9(a-b)] which are consistent with our data also for the weaker (010) and (011)
peaks.
To compare with other studies and put bounds on a
putative magnetic moment appearing at lower temperature, at each temperature we have estimated the inverse
−1
flipping ratio Rmeas
. We find no evidence for a temperature dependence of the NSF or the SF background, see
for example Fig. 7(c,d). Thus, we subtract temperatureindependent NSF and SF backgrounds, determined for
each G as described in Sec. III C and shown in Fig. 7
(as an example) from the data in Figs. 8(a-c) and 9(a-b).
No other corrections were made when we calculate Rmeas .
−1
Changes in Rmeas
for the same Bragg peak G and sample composition should be comparable with other studies (see Eqn. 9). Thus, the dashed lines in Figs. 8(d,e)
and 9(c) show schematically (see Sec. V for more details)
−1
the variation of Rmeas
based on the results of Fauqué et
8
al. for dopings measured here. In each case, expected
changes8 are inconsistent with our data. Our data is
consistent with a temperature-independent flipping ratio
Rmeas equal to the instrumental flipping ratio Rinst . Our
values of Rinst are as high as 47.
2
−1
We may use Eqn. 9 to convert Rmeas
to |M⊥ (G)|
8–13
as in the previous studies
. In order to do this, we

first checked that our measurements of |FN (G)| are in
2
the kinematic limit σmeas ∝ |FN (G)| i.e. do not re39
quire extinction corrections and are consistent with the
structure53 of YBa2 Cu3 O6+x . Accurate nuclear Bragg
intensities I can obtained by summing (integrating) over
an A3 scan (a “θ-scan” where A3=θ) or making a “θ−2θscan” such that A3=θ and A4=2θ. When comparing I
2
measured at different scattering angles, |FN (G)| must
be multiplied by a Lorentz factor L to correct for relative time spent in the diffracting position and other resolution effects. The Lorentz factor for a triple axis spectrometer can be calculated using the Cooper-Nathans54
or Popovici55 method. For the case, where the sample mosaic η is much less than the acceptance angle
of analyzer (detector) system, we find L = 1/ sin(2θ)
to a good approximation in agreement with analytical
calculations56,57 . To achieve this condition no collimators were placed between the sample and the detector.
The nuclear structure factor FN (G) was calculated using the standard formula39 :
!
2
X
|Q|
FN (G) =
nd bd exp(iG · d) exp −Bd
, (12)
16π 2
d

where d is the position of atom d in the unit cell, bd is the
scattering length, nd the site occupancy and Bd accounts
for the Debye-Waller factor. The structure factors were
calculated using data in Jorgensen et al.53 . This structure assumes that the oxygen chain site O1 is randomly
occupied. The ordering of the chain oxygens58 has little
effect on structure factors of the (010) or (011) reflections.
Fig. 10 (see also Table III) shows integrated nuclear
Bragg intensities with the Lorentz correction obtained
from θ and θ − 2θ scans of (A3,A4) plotted against
|FN (G)calc |2 . The data were collected under the same
experimental conditions as those in Figs. 8 and 9. The
figure shows the expected linear behavior up to the (006)
reflection followed by a saturation due to extinction effects for the strong nuclear (020) reflection for both types
of scan. We find that our observed variation of the integrated intensity is consistent with the published structure
of YBCO. This verifies our normalization procedure. In
Fig. 11, we have used Eqns. 8 and 9 together with the re2
spective |FN (G)calc | to convert the data in Figs. 8 and 9
2
into the magnetic cross section σ↑↓ and |M⊥ (G)| . Since
there is no evidence of a T -dependent magnetic signal
−1
in our data, in each case we have taken Rinst
to be the
average value of the measured inverse flipping ratio.
In order to quantify our sensitivity to magnetic signal, from which we would determine the orbital magnetic moment, we fit a linear T -dependence σ↑↓ (T ) =
0
× (Tmag − T )/Tmag to σ↑↓ below Tmag in Fig. 11. The
σ↑↓
pink regions in Fig. 11 are bounded by the standard de0
viation of the fits. Table IV shows values of σ↑↓
and
2
the corresponding |M⊥ (G)| . As mentioned above, our
observations are consistent with the absence of a magnetic signal |M⊥ (G)|, thus our experiment simply puts
an upper bound on the values of the putative orbital

8

FIG. 8. T -dependence of the scattering for YBCO x = 0.54. (a)-(c) show the raw SF/NSF scattering intensity of the (010),
(011) and (020) Bragg reflections. No background subtractions have been made, the NSF data are scaled by the constants
−1
indicated. (d-f) display the inverse flipping ratios Rmeas
determined from the data in (a-c). In this case, a measured T −1
independent background is subtracted (see main text). Dashed lines in (d) and (e) show the estimated variation of Rmeas
for
p = 0.104 determined by interpolating between samples measured by Fauqué et al.8,43 . Solid lines are samples with the closest
doping [i.e. sample A from Fig. 2(b) and sample B from Fig. 1(c) of Ref. 8]. We use Eqn. 8 with σ↑↑ = |FN |2 =1.84 and
0.28 barn f.u.−1 for (010) and (011) respectively. See main text for more details and dotted line.

FIG. 9. T -dependence of the scattering for YBCO x = 0.67.
Panels (a-b) show the raw scattering intensity of the SF and
NSF channels of the (011) and (020) Bragg reflections. Experimental conditions and data treatment as in Fig. 8. (c−1
d) The inverse of our measured flipping ratios Rmeas
. The
−1
dashed line in (c) shows the expected variation of Rmeas
for a
p = 0.123 sample determined by interpolating between samples measured by Fauqué et al.8,43 (see main text). Solid
curve is sample C from the measurements of Fauqué et al.8
[Fig. 1(a)]. Photo shows the YBa2 Cu3 O6.67 single crystal used
in this work.

moment. The relationship between |M⊥ (G)| and m0 is
model dependent. To show the significance of our result
we have converted our upper bound for |M⊥ (G)| to corresponding upper bounds on m0 for the various patterns

FIG. 10. A comparison of the measured integrated intensity of the nuclear Bragg peaks (p = 0.123 sample) times
Lorentz correction factor with the calculated structure factors
(|FN |2calc ). The data are collected under the same conditions
as the rest of the experiment. The Lorentz factor39,56,57 corrects for different scattering angles 2θ. The structure factors
are calculated using data in Jorgensen et al.53 . The solid lines
are fits to I sin(2θ) ∝ |FN |2calc .

in Fig. I using the conversion factors in Table I. The results are shown in Table IV. Previous experiments10 on
YBa2 Cu3 O6+x have been analyzed in terms of the CCθII pattern (b) and yielded |m0 |=0.1 µB . Our value (Table IV) for YBa2 Cu3 O6.54 is less than 0.013 µB for this
pattern. Note that each value in the lower part of Table I places a constraint on the values of |m0 |. Thus, in

9
the case of YBa2 Cu3 O6.54 where two Bragg peaks are
investigated, the smaller bound should be taken.

V.

DISCUSSION

The main finding of our experiment is that we do
not observe a temperature-dependent signal due to
magnetic ordering in the two high-quality samples of
YBa2 Cu3 O6+x that we have studied. Although our samples are not exactly the same dopings as those studied
by other groups, their compositions fit into the doping
interval (see Fig. 2) where the putative order has been
reported so that we could expect its presence. In order to
make an accurate comparison with the data of Fauqué et
al.8 and subsequent reports9–13,43 we estimate (see Fig. 2
and Table II) values for σ↑↓ (T ≈ Tc ) of the magnetic
cross section for our dopings by interpolating in between
published results. Fig. 2 illustrates this for the G = (011)
−1
reflection. The expected temperature variation8 of Rmeas
and σ↑↓ are shown by the blue dashed lines in Figs. 8,9
and 11. The continuous blue lines show the measured
behavior for the samples of closest doping (labelled A,
B, C) from Fauqué et al.8 . For the G = (010) reflection,
we compare with the twinned sample A of Fauqué et al.
and scale the results using the Imag (p) line in Fig. 2 yielding the dashed lines in Figs. 8 and 11 for this reflection
with σ↑↓ (T ≈ Tc ) = 6 mb f.u.−1 . Mangin-Thro et al.13
have recently claimed that there is a strong anisotropy
between the magnetic signal observed at the (100) and
(010) peaks, with the (010) being ∼ 3 times weaker than
(100). If this is the case, we would need to scale the
dashed line by a further factor of 1/2. This is shown as
the dotted lines in Figs. 8 and 11. Note this scaling is
not required13 for the (011) reflection.
Our experiment is performed on smaller samples than
the previous studies which inevitably means we have
poorer statistics. However, our results still achieve the
necessary statistical significance to show that the sig-

(hkl)

I sin(2θ)(meas)
(arb. units)

(011)
(010)
(006)
(020)

3.68 ± 0.12
25.1 ± 0.3
243 ± 5
432 ± 6

(011)
(010)
(006)
(020)

5.6 ± 0.2
45.4 ± 0.7
430 ± 8
810 ± 13

|FN |2 (calc)
(barn f.u.−1 )
θ scan
0.28
1.85
16.7
59
θ-2θ scan
0.28
1.85
16.7
59

|FN |2 (fit)
(barn f.u.−1 )
0.27
1.82
17.5
0.23
1.86
17.6

TABLE III. Measured integrated intensity of the nuclear
Bragg peaks (p = 0.123 sample) times Lorentz correction factor compared with the calculated structure factors (|FN |2 ).
Data from Fig. 10.

FIG. 11. T -dependence of the magnetic cross section σ↑↓
and magnetic structure factor squared |M⊥ (G)|2 determined
−1
from Rmeas
in Figs. 8(d-e) and 9(c). Eqns. 8 and 9 are used to
carry out conversions with |FN |2 =1.85, 0.28 barn f.u.−1 for
G=(010) and (011). Filled pink region shows the one standard deviation range of linear fits to the data. Arrows show
onset temperatures for superconductivity (Table II), Tc , 2D charge density wave order32,33 , TCDW and putative orbital
ordering8 , Tmag . The meanings of the solid, dashed and dotted lines is explained in the main text and captions to Figs. 8
and 9.

nal of magnetic order observed by Fauqué et al.8 is not
present in our samples. The signal in the neutron exper2
iments is ∝ |m0 | rather than ∝ |m0 | so that the difference between the two measurements is most clearly
seen in Fig. 11. The origin of the difference between
the present and previously reported measurements is not
clear, it could either be due to different physical properties of the samples or to differences in the measurement procedure. Our samples were grown by a self-flux
technique using BaZrO3 crucibles35,44 . This method of
growth is known to suppress the inclusion of impurities
and secondary phases in the samples, that could cause
a T -dependent depolarization of the neutron beam or
appearance of an additional magnetic signal. The samples used by Fauqué et al.8 were grown by a melt texture growth method59 or top-seeded solution growth with
ZrO2 or Al2 O3 crucibles60 . The essential differences in
the present measurement procedure (see Sec. III) are the
use of samples occupying a much smaller volume and the
careful re-alignment at each temperature facilitated by

10
y in YBCO 6.54
6.54
6.67
(hkl)
(010)
(011)
(011)
0
σ↑↓
(G)
−0.075 ± 0.70 −0.063 ± 0.133 −0.08 ± 0.25
(mbarn f.u.−1 )
|M⊥ (G)|2
(mµ2B f.u.−1 )
pattern
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

−1.0 ± 9.8

< 0.037
< 0.081
< 0.058
−
< 0.095

−0.9 ± 1.9

−1.2 ± 3.4

|m0 | (µB triangle−1 )
< 0.013
< 0.020
< 0.09
< 0.14
< 0.08
< 0.12
< 0.030
< 0.046
< 0.09
< 0.13

0
TABLE IV. Measured magnetic cross sections σ↑↓
and struc2
ture factors |M⊥ (G)| as determined from fits shown in
Fig. 11. The errors are the one standard deviation bounds
determined from χ2 fitting. The one standard deviation upper bound in |M⊥ (G)| is converted to an upper bound in the
orbital moment per triangle (|m0 |) for the orbital patterns
(b)-(f) shown in Fig. I using the factors in Table I.

the high-precision mechanics of the IN20 spectrometer.
Other probes have been used to search for magnetic order of the pseudogap phase in cuprate superconductors.
It is notable that neither NMR or muon spin rotation
(µSR) provide evidence for moments ∼0.1µB . For example, Wu et al.21 discuss this explicitly. Thus our results
are consistent with NMR and µSR experiments. However, the story does not end here. The original motivation for the search for orbital magnetic order was to understand the nature of the broken symmetry in the pseudogap (PG) phase. Anomalies which may correspond to
a broken symmetry have now been seen by macroscopic
probes including the Kerr effect30 , resonant ultrasound61 ,
and optical second-harmonic generation62. The measure-
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